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REPLY TO

ATTN OF: TDO

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

HEADQUARTERS FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY DIVISION (AFSC)

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE. OHIO 43433

subject Proposal for Unusual Aerial Phenomena EDP System

To= Dr. J. Allen Hynek
Director

Lindheimer Astronomical Research Center

Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois

1. Evaluation of your proposal for Application of
Electronic Data Processing Techniques to Unusual Aerial
Phenomena Data Organization and Development of an Inquiry
System has been completed. This proposal has been found
to be technically feasible, but we are unable to provide
funds for this project due to a high priority need for
support of the Vietnam military operation.

2. Your proposal is returned with no further action. We
thank you for submitting the proposal to the United States
Air Force for our consideration and further express our
sincere appreciation toward you and your staff for the
effort which has been expended in formulating and drafting
this excellent program.

FOR THE COMMANDER

$IJl£.M^
RICHARD R. SHOOP, Colonel, USAF 1 Atch
Director, Plans and Operations Proposal, 2 cys,



DEARBORN OBSERVATORY

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
EVANSTON, ILLINOIS 60201

22 September 1966

Dr. Harold Brown

Secretary of the Air Force
The Pentagon

Washington, D. C.

Dear Dr. Brown:

I write to you in my continued capacity as scientific consultant to the
Air Force on the subject of UFOs. In my letter to you of May 25, 1966,
you will remember that I predicted a considerable rise in general interest
in the UFO problem this fall. The first wave has broken in the form of the
article by John G. Fuller in this week's LOOK. A second article will follow
in the next issue of LOOK. I understand that a movie is contemplated, with
either Poitier or Bellafonte as the male lead. The full book, "Interrupted
Journey will appear this fall. In addition, there will soon be off the
press Vallee's "Challenge to Science", and two books by Lorenzen and Olsen
respectively.

I do not think we should underestimate the total impact of the present wave
of interest, particularly because Fuller's article makes a play to that
emotion in man which is most calculated to get action: fear. We have been
saying that the UFO's represented no hostile factor; here is an article that
will get worldwide attention demonstrating an implied hostility and worse
absolute domination. It matters little whether the Barney Hill incident '
ever actually took place. The net result on the public imagination will
be the same •because the article raises the point that hostility may be
there. An unknown enemy is often more fearful than a known one.

As long as the fear aspect is uppermost, the public may not let the Air
Force delegate its responsibility to a group of scholarly, leisurely univer
sity professors. The latter move is still a good one in the long run, but
I fear there will be congressional pressure for some definite answers, and
hence for a complete renovation for Project Blue Book under different Air
Force sponsorship, perhaps under AFOSR. There is no doubt but that the
question as to what the Air Force is doing about the UFO situation will be
raised on the Hill. As your consultant, I have given this much thought
and I feel that there are two main branches to the problem of what can be
done within the Air Force itself. I strcngly support the idea of university
attention to specific cases, as they arise. My prediction is, however,
that the public will not be satisfied with an 18-month leisurely investigation
into a few specific cases.
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I believe, first off, that there will be a congressional demand that the
Air Force data over the past two decades be made immediately available to
a wider group. Those data are not at present in machine-readable form and
I feel they should be placed into machine format as soon as possible. This
is a matter which I am personally competent to handle and would so advise.
A proposal we submitted to this effect has been shelved.

The second aspect of enhanced Air Force attack on the UFO problem might be
described as the active phase as against the passive phase just described.
It is patently obvious that if there is anything to the UFO situation at all,
that physical evidence in the form of photographs, movies, spectrograms and
eventually, we might hope, hardware should be obtainable. Failure to obtain
such after a really good college try, will constitute in itself strong
evidence that the whole subject rests in the realm of psychology and not
physics. I believe a move should be made to determine this now. Fortunately,
this aspect can be handled by whatever lead university you choose, as an ex
tension of their efforts in investigating specific cases. The problem has
many ramifications, but, for example, some UFO reports contain examples of
repetition. From the computer analysis of data already available, predictions
as to which new reports are likely to repeat in a given geographical locality
might be determined, and a camera and scientific crew dispatched to that
location. Had this been done at Exeter, New Hampshire, for example, we would
today have the photographic evidence so urgently needed. It is clear that
the UFO phenomenon does not lend itself readily to controlled experimentation,
but an approach to this can be made, and I should like to discuss this in
detail with whatever scientific team you choose to undertake the problem.
Let me assure you once again that I stand ready to be of service to you in
any way I can.

Sincerely yours,

J. Allen Hynek

JAH:lp



J. Allen Hynek
Dearborn Observatory
Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois

VIA AIR MAIL

Dr. Harold Brown

Secretary of the Air Force
The Pentagon

Washington, D. C„



5 January 1967 y
6'^

Dr. Edward Condon
UFO Investigations Committee
Room 302
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado

Dear Ed)

Over the last few weeks, Jacques Vallee, Bill Powers and I have been
discussing the likely turn of UFO eventB during the coming year and
they and I have come to a decision which might be of interest to you
and your group. We Just don't see any signs of Interest in UFO's
dying down, and if the volume of mail I received in response to my
Saturday Evening Post article is any indication, the interest will
continue to grow in this as well as in other countries. The Reader's
Digest has chosen to condense my article and "Der Spiegel" in
Germany has bought the German rights to the article. In the meantime,
I have been askedyby Jastrow at the Institute of Space Studies,
Goddard Space Plight Center, Sandia Laboratories, Rand Corporation
and AeroSpace to give serious coHoquia on the subject. There are
so many scientists who have now expressed a "subterranean" interest
in UFO's that I am moved to organise as loosely as possible, an
"Invisible College of Interested Scientists". There will be no
officers, no dues, and the only initiation fee is a willingness to
investigate any significant sighting which occurs in their immediate
vicinity.'

In view of all this activity and interest, Jacques Vallee, Bill
Powers and I have decided to unabashedly give more time to this
subject whether we are sponsored or not. I have set aside space
at our new observatory where the three of us can set up our files,
and where we can work closely with our computing center, whose
director, by the way, has expressed a solid interest in UFO^ and
is a good candidate for the "Invisible College'1.

I would like most emphatically to invite you to visit us the next
time you are in Chicago. Could you possibly arrange to have dinner
with me in Chicago sometime in the near future?

-1-
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By the way, I had a very interesting experience a few weeks ago. Dr,
Benjamin Simon invited me to his home for dinner and for a hypnosis
session with Barney and Betty Hill. We had them under hypnosis for
an hour and a half and I was permitted to question them. I asked
them to relive the episode and they did so, talking to each other,
presumably reliving the scene under total recall, including such
little asides as remarks to the dog, etc. I have a tape of this
and there is no question of the terror in Barney's voice when he
views his object through binoculars. Whatever it was, tangible
or imaginary, these people were terrified. Your committee should
hear these tapes.

It all Just adds to the mystery, and, speaking of the mystery, I
am more and more convinced that merely gathering another 10,000
reports, of the same caliber as previously, over the next decade
or so, will add nothing, unless we can proceed from the passive
to the active phase. We still do not know, for instance, whether
in any of the reported cases the observer actually had an image on
his retina, or merely thought he did. I think a great deal of
attention should be given to photographs, and the obtaining of
authenticated ones. I really do think that if we could get the
Rotarians, Kiwanians, IAons, etc. to donate adequate and loaded
cameras to various squad cars in their immediate localities, we
would get some results. Had the squad cars in the Ravenna, Exeter,
Socorro, Lanhaia and other cases been equipped with cameras, we
today might have tangible evidence one way or the other. And, all
these cases, remember, are fairly recent. It probably follow*
that in 1967 there wiH be many eases reported to police chiefs
around the country which will lead to little more than the usual
unprovable report unless the police officers take the subject
seriously and rush to the locale of the sighting with a loaded
camera. They should also, of course, be familiar with time
exposures. What do you think of the possibility of suggesting
this or Including this as one of the recommendations in your
final report? We certainly could not suggest that the govern
ment supply cameras to every police car in the country, but I
think it would be logical to suggest that this be done on a local
basis by civic minded groups. Indeed, the failure to get photo*
graphs at the end of a year of an effort of this sort would in
itself have value in passing Judgment on the whole problem.

In the meantime, best wishes to you and a most haj$py New Year.
I think it can be happy despite the Job ahead of you.*

Cordially,

J. Allen Hynek

JAHslp



Mr. and Mrs. James Lorenzen
3910 East Kleindale Road
Tucson, Arizona 85716

Dear Jim and Coral:

6 February 1968

Ienclose acarbon of my letter to HICAP. After thinking things over,
dStr^Jh?n\Cft^' Xf6el that both Protoco1 aEd *«* procllurTs 'dictate that Ishould submit my denial directly to the editors of
the Investigator rather than to have the denial appear in another
of££*!£ *"*' Xb6lieVe' l8 the •***«* »«£*« in aS Ltters

?Sf « ?? ^ qU6iy abOUt ^ present stand on the WO situations it is
tlTl ^ ?\BQme a8 " has "f been for 8eve^ ^ars, that is, namelythat aglobal phenomenon exists (the phenomenon of UFO reports) HicTTs
of serl™^iS?«8t £* ^ll0nSe t0 th8 in<JUlri^ ^inHo be worthyof serious scientific attention. Such attention, if it Is scientific
should not assume an ansver apriori. Ihave often saidlhat S one '
assumes the answer in advance, it isn't research. AnythlnTwhich tooubl^s

sc^atSS T° " aK,ySteiy iS an itch that <»** to be

JAHilp

Sincerely yours,

J. Allen Hynek
Director



8 February 1968

Mr. Ted Phillips, Jr.
1133 Ware Avenue
Sedaliu, Missouri 65301

Dear Mr. Phillips;

Thank you very much for your letter of February k. I certainly an
interested in the sighting made by Father 0'Sullivan and also in
the other sightings you say have been recently reported In the
Missouri area. Also, of course, in the gentlemen near Springfield,
Missouri, who states that he has three photographs of a UFO. I
would much appreciate hearing further about these incidents.

Coming to Father 0'Sullivan's sighting, have you talked further
with him since you wrote me? When you do, I would very much like
answers to the following questions:

What was the condition of the weather?
Did the light pass in front of or in back of any object?
What was the apparent angular diameter of the light?
Or, to put it another way, how did its size compare with
the apparent size of the moon?
Did he get the other gentlemen's name?
Were the edges of the light fuzzy, or was the light
delineated by a sharp outline?
Was there an object as separate from the light or was
the light itself the object?

As you nay know I am still urging that greater scientific attention
be paid to the UFO problea and I believe slow progress is being made.
I hope that you will be kind enough to forward to me any further
information you haye on the Missouri sightings, particularly those
which are concerned with "near approaches" rather than distant lights
in the sky.

Sincerely yours,

J. Allen Qynek

JAH:ar

P.S. I notice that Father 0'Sullivan stated that the light had the
size of that of a big grapefruit. This, of course, tells us very
little. A grapefruit held close to one's eyes would seem to be
extremely large, whereas a grapefruit at a distance of a mile uould
be practically invisible. Could you pin the good Father down en
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1006 JILA Bldg. 8 February 1968

Dr. J. Allen Hynek

Dearborn Observatory
Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois 60201

Dear Allen:

I was happy to learn from Bob Low that you are issuing a denial of
the statements that were made about you in the article headed "surprise
Warning" on p. 1 of Vol. 4, No. 4 of the UFO Investigator. If this is
available for general distribution, I would appreciate receiving a copy.

From this and other writings associated with Major Keyhoe it is
apparent that there is already being planned an attack on our study
because some people fear that our conclusions will be what they call
negative.

I have always assumed that all of your material was available to us
through Air Force files, but possibly that is not so. Anyway there is
such a great bulk of that material that it would be a great help to us
if you would explicitly draw our attention to the dozen or fifteen cases
which you feel are most significant. I would certainly appreciate your
helping us in this respect.

I was in Chicago for the American Physical Society meetings and rather
hoped to see you in Evanston but was told that you were in Los Cruces. I
will try again on the next trip I make through Chicago.

As I think you have heard, our contract has been given a short exten
sion. We now expect to be able to do field work until about June 30 and
then to devote the summer months to preparation of the final report for
submission to the National Academy of Sciences for review. After that it
will be made public, but I do not have any idea how long the review will
take.

Very few field reports have been reaching us right now. Last winter
was a dull season but not as dull as last month.

With best regards,

Sincerely,

E. U. Condon

EUC:kes

2 ~?



lU February 1966

Dr. Edward U. Condon

1006 JILA Building
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Dear Ed:

I am happy to enclose a copy of my letter to HICAP. I do not understand hov
the thing got started. I think you know that in the past year I have Most
carefully steered clear of any public comments, pro or oon, of your committee1a
work. Certainly, making threatening remarks is not the way I go about things.

Coming to the main issue in your letter, I have wondered why you have waited
so long to ask me about UFO cases I was particularly interested in. I have
been operating under strict instruction* from the Air Force to in no way
interfere with, or influence, your work, so that no one could possibly bring
a charge that the work of the Condon Committee was not entirely independent
of the regular Air Force efforts.

Your assumption that all of my material is available to you through Air Force
files is unfortunately not correct. In fact, during the past year or two I
have been the recipient of many reports which never went to Wright Field at
all and, in fact, many letters stipulated that I not transmit the information
to the Air Force.' The Air Force image in this respect among certain segments
of the public is not very good.

Nonetheless, since I really have very little time to devote to the UFO problem,
the work at the university and the observatories necessarily coming first, I
do not have this material in concise tranamittable form. I wish that I had
even one secretary who could help me file, collate, and organize the mass of
material that literally clutter* my study at home.

How that you have asked for it, however, I will see to it that in the next
few weeks I will get my own best cases to you. In sending you these cases
I would much appreciate being notified by phone which, if any, of the caseB
you might try to get at before your deadline of June 30. I would like to
be assured that such cases would be given a thorough investigation, what I
have been calling for as the "FBI treatment". The trail, of course, in
many of these cases is already cold. I have talked to most of the witnesses

-1-
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at a much earlier date. It would be interesting, among other things, to
see how consistent the witne**e* are in their stories with the passage of
time. If it had not been for the Air Force's insistence that I did not in
any way "bother" the Condon Committee I would have many time* phoned you
when the trail was hot, but, unfortunately, I was obliged to wait until
asked. I had hoped, at our very first meeting at the Roache's house that
evening shortly before your contract officially started, that we might
have reached some working plan whereby, though not a member of the committee,
I could have been in a "helpful posture", as they say in Washington. Even
though it is late there may still be time for me to add my contribution in
this way.

If you specifically requested it, I could select from the Air Force files
at Dayton a number of cases which I feel merit attention which have somehow
escaped detailed attention at Project Blue Book. I am sure that I could
arrange to have xerox copies sent to you from Wright Field. Since Major
Quintanilla, however, has been scrupulous in sending you only those things
which you requested, this too would have to come a* a direct request from
you to him. Following such a request Z would be happy to spend several
days at Wright Field collecting for you, and transmitting to you,copies
of pertinent cases. I would be happy to be of service to you in this manner.

I am sorry that I missed you during your recent visit to Chicago. I was
in Las Cruces pursuing our supernova search program. Just to get off UFOs
for a second, I think this program would be of interest to you: we are
using an image orthicon and storage tube to survey the Shapley-Ames galaxies,
recording each galaxy about once §nr9ty two weeks or so. Since it takes ua
only four seconds to get a good image of a bright galaxy, we can do quite
a few in one night. Of course, the image orthicon has poor resolution,
but since supemovae stick out like the proverbial sore thumb, the search
should be productive. It has Just gotten underway so we can't report any
supemovae yet, but we certainly hope to during this year.

A few days ago I was asked by some T.T. producer in San Francisco to participate
in a panel on UFOs in which Dr. McDonald and two professors from Berkeley
would take pert. I understood that you were being asked also. I refused to
participate and I assume you did likewise.

Please give my best regards to Mrs. Condon and to the members of your committee.

Sincerely yours,

JAHtlp
encl.

J. Allen Hynek
Director, LABC



16 Feb 1968

J. Allen Hynek
Dept of Astronomy
Northwestern University
Evanston, 111 60201

Dear Allen

Please for~give copy .This is my best information on what really happened.

Had not meant to make you a member— merely to put on our mailing list. No
hard feelings.

Best,

^2*^ '^ ^Ly^^JU^^

RECb.vcO
FFRU 1967

AQTRONOMY, DEPARTMENTNORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
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23 February 1968

Dr. Edward U. Condon

1006 JILA Building
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Dear Ed:

Since I sent you my letter of Ik February, I have bethought myself of your
time schedule, and I got to wondering how, with your project entering its
closing phase, your team (which I Just learned through a letter from Jim
Lorenzen has been materially reduced in size) would have the time to give
those cases which I have found particularly intriguing (both ones I have
gotten and the Air Force cases) the "FBI treatment" I have so often called
for in the past. And if not, might not the erroneous idea nonetheless get
around that they had been thoroughly investigated by you?

You know quite well by now the involved nature of many of the reports, the
difficulty of chasing down additional witnesses, and of evaluating the credibility
of witnesses, of the sifting of the facts from the witnesses • interpretation of
those facts — all this taking an incredible amount of time. And, too, your
project has been woefully limited in funds and by now, I would presume, it
might not be possible to mount investigations of this scope. What useful
purpose would be served by my getting into the act now? I surely wish that
we had held a productive dialogue some 15 months ago.

I must confess, therefore, to some hesitancy in submitting to your present
committee, at this late date, any material which couldn't be fully handled.
I am fearful that in the haste attendant upont the closing of project there
would be little time to sort out patterns of behavior, to correlate data, and
to intercompare cases. The basic error in Project Blue Book's treatment of
the UFO phenomenon, in my opinion, has been the adoption of the "divide and
conquer" technique — instead of seeking for patterns in the global UFO
phenomenon, Project Blue Book has taken each case officially reported to them
(and only those) as though no other case existed, and attempted to adduce a
possible or probable explanation for nearly each case which was not obviously
a satellite, meteor, aircraft, etc. Instead of asking fundamental questions
such as "what patterns of similarity exist in the kinematics, luminescence,
audio characteristics, and in the geographical, seasonal, and temporal distri
bution of reported UFOs in this and other countries," and "what similarities
exist between cases in which animals were reported as severely disturbed, or
in which cars seemingly were affected by electromagnetic effects?" Project
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Blue Book has limited itself, largely because of lack of funds and staff, to
keeping files and in dealing with cases solely on an individual basis. It is
clear that each case, taken by itself, like a lone duck in a shooting gallery,
can nearly always be shot down by an ad hoc, frequently Menzelian approach.

I should not like to run the risk of having potentially valuable data rendered
useless or Jeopardized for future work in this field, which would be the case
should the impression gain currency after the publication of your report, that
your committee had studied from the very start material which I might only now
submit, and had carefully weighed and considered it, and had then consigned it
to the trash heap on the basis of such supposed thorough treatment.

On the other hand, however, Bince you specifically requested a dozen or so Air
Easee cases that I consider especially interesting I am sending you my copy of
the catalogue of 1966 Air Force cases (the 1967 catalogue is net yet at hand)
with their Blue Book evaluations. You will note that there are 32 cases listed
as "Unidentified." Has Major Quintanilla transmitted all of this material to
you? This should have been done automatically, but if not, here we have 32
cases in 1966 which Blue Book could not solve (even with my aid/.') - all of
which should have been good grist for your mill. There are of course many good
cases prior to 1966 (I include two of those also) but I imagine you prefer
reasonably recent cases.

I call your attention particularly to the cases of lk January, Weston, Massachusetts,
reported by Dr. Roger Woodbury, Associate Director of the MIT Instrumentation Lab
oratory; of 2 February, Salisbury, Ho. Carolina; of 30 March, Ottawa, Ohio; of
5 *pril, Alto, Tennessee; of 7 April, Daniels Park, Denver; of 7 May, Goodfellow
Air Force Base, Texas; of 13 June, Toledo, Ohio; of 11 July, Kirkwood, Penn
sylvania; of 24 July, Greenville, No. Carolina; of 19 August, Donnybrook, North
Dakota; of 26 August, Albama; of 13 September, Gwlnner, No. Dakota; of 26 Oct
ober, Cold Bay, Alaska, and of 17 December 1966, reported to Major Quintanilla
by letter, but for some reason not listed in the catalogue.

I should also like to refer you to the case of 5 May 1965, from a ship in the
Philippines, and particularly to one from the 52Uth Military Intelligence
Detachment, Saigon, of 3.7 April, 1967, which has not been investigated and
yet which is provocative in the extreme. I can arrange to send file copies
of all these cases to you, subject to clearance by Major Quintanilla, or you
can ask him directly for these cases.

The 1966 catalogue of Blue Book cases may also prove of value to you should you
wish to incorporate in your final report some appraisal of the work of Project
Blue Book. (By the way, this is my only copy, and I suggest that you might
have it copied, if you wish, returning my copy to me at your convenience).
You may wish to request from Major Quintanilla the complete catalogue of cases
from 19^7 on, if you wish to do some statistics on them.
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Speaking of statistics, it is perhaps of interest to note a few points for
Just I966. (I wish to point out right now that as consultant to Project
Blue Book, I am in no way responsible for the statistical methods used.)

You will note first off that from September 16 on, the manner of evaluating
cases changes for some reason unknown to me. The word "possible" is used
frequently (in 21$ of the cases) whereas for the previous nine months neither
the words "possible" or "probable" are used. If, for instance, we limit our
study to cases from September 16 onward, we find that there were a total of
295 cases listed (only 257 of which were admitted as being officially reported,
even though many of the others were submitted to Project Blue Book by letter
from individuals).

We now get the following breakdown: insufficient or conflicting data, 85 cases,
or 28.8#; not investigated, 38 cases, or 12.9$; unidentified, 6 cases, or 2.2#;
"possible" solutions, 62, or 21#. Thus, there were 191 cases out of 295 that
were totally unsolved, or 6U.9#. If we are generous and throw the "uossibleB"
Into the fully solved category, we still find that there are 43.9$ of all cases
that are totally unexplained. TMb is in striking contrast to the 2.256 (from
the period September 16 onwards) which are admittedly unidentified.

For the whole year, 1966, for which 11^7 cases in all are listed (1019 are
listed as officially reported) we find that 2^.956 are listed as "insufficient
or conflicting data"; 11.3# have been uninvestigated, and 2.7$ are "unidentified"
thus.adding up to 38.9# totally unexplained. During this part of the year the
term "possible" or "probable" was not used, thus accounting for the somewhat
lower figure for the unexplained cases.

I have often in the past, in my capacity as scientific consultant, attempted
to upgrade the ore", but to no avail. In i960, for instance, Major Friend
and I appeared before a Congressional group, and we pleaded for "immediate
capability" that is, for means to quickly followup, and also to insist upon
better reporting from the air bases. I had pointed out that it was a sheer
waste of taxpayer's money to have many of the UFO cases reported in the
manner in which they were reported from various air bases. The number of
information bits contained was inadequate to form any definite conclusion,
and the cases are, in most cases, quite properly listed as having insufficient
data for evaluation. Nonetheless, it might be well for you to request from
Major Quintanilla a representative number of "insufficient data" cases (which
you might pick at random from the enclosed listing) and see for yourself whether
what few information bits they contain would suggest similarity to the unidenti
fied cases. With approximately one-quarter of all the cases submitted containing
insufficient data for evaluation, it would be better statistics to eliminate
those from the sample. This somewhat raises the percentage of the unidentified
cases to h.yf>, still a relatively small number.

Still, 32 unidentified cases of those reported to the Air Force in 1966 is
probably a sizeable number when compared to the results of the Gallup Poll
which indicated that the Air Force officially receives only l/5th of l* of'
all UFO lightings in the United States. "•»*/-> fi ^
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I would be much interested in your analysis of these 32 cases for 1966.

Sincerely yours,

J. Allen Hynek
Director

JAH:lp

P. C. All the cases that I investigate for the Air Force, whether from
private sources or not, will be incorporated in the Air Force files
a&d will therefore be available to you.

1



26 February 1968

Dr. Edward U. Condon

1006 JILA Building
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Dear Ed:

I didn't recall when I was talking to you yesterday that I was speaking
to the Northwestern University Alumni group in Washington, D. C. on
March 3 and won't be back in Chicago until 11:00 P.M. that night. I
am most anxious to see you and hope that somehow we will be able to
get together on Saturday, March 9.

I have to be in Chicago on Saturday and will be free fer lunch and hope
that we can arrange to get together then. I have a meeting in the
afternoon, but would cancel it if necessary.

The best thing, however, would be to have dinner with tie that night,
and then I could take you to the airport. I will look forward to
hearing from you as to what would fit in with your plans.

Cordially,

JAHslp

J. Allen Hynek
Director
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1005 JILA Bldg. March 1, 1968

Dr. J. Allen Hynek

Department of Astronomy
Northwestern University

Evanston, Illinois 60201

Dear Dr. Hynek:

Your letter of February 26 has just arrived. Dr. Condon has been

placed on a "rest order" by his doctor and has asked me to cancel his
trip east. At this time we don't know when he will be able to come back
to the office, and I am sure you will understand that Bob and I are not
asking that question of himj I am giving your earlier letter (23 February)
to Bob to consider and reply to.

Sincerely,

&*•**
K. Shipley

•lift

MAR 4 1967

noSJ?l?N0MY DEPARTMENT
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY



29 March 1968

Dr. Edward U.fCondon
1006 JHA Building
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Dear Ed:

The enclosed prompts me to see you at once.'

It so happens that Iwill be in Boulder on Saturday and Sunday, April 6
and 7, in connection with the Earth Science Curriculum Project. Maybe
we could chat about this and other things.

Iwill be staying at the Holiday Inn in Boulder and will give you a ring.

Cordially,

JAH:lp
encl.

J. Allen Hynek
Director
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2 May 1968

Dr. E. C. Berg, Jr.
Richland Technical Education Center
316 Beltline Blvd.
Columbia, So. Carolina 29205

Dear Dr. Berg:

In going over my old files I came across a letter of yours of Nov
ember 2,1966, which T'a afraid went unanswered. Thank you first for
your kind remarks about my letter to Science. You asked about
books: the two book* by Jacques Vallee, "Anatomy of a Phenomeon,"
and Challenge to Science" are about the beat I can recommend, and
then there is the oldtimber by Ruppelt, "Report on UFOs." All of
these are now in paperback.

With respect to Barney and Betty Hill, all 1can say is that they
believe that this actually happened^o them, but as an astronomer
rather than as a psychiatrist I reserve further comment.

You mentioned Look magazine. I think you would be interested in
the current issue of Look (May 14) which has an article in it by
John Fuller which is rather an expose of the methods of the Condon
Committee at the University of Colorado. I reserve further comment
on that also!

Thank you again for your letter.

Sincerely yours,

JAH:lp

J. Allen Hynek
Director



13 May 1968

Mr. Joseph C. French
Hollenbeck King and French
Attorneys at Law
P. 0. Box 18
Boulder, Colorado 80302

Dear Mr. French:

In answer to your letter of May 6 I am enclosing copies of the
following material you requested:

1. Copy of letter from Dr. E. U. Condon,
dated 8 February.

2. Copy of my letter to Dr. Condon,
dated 14 February.

3. Copy of my letter to Dr. Condon,
dated 23 February.

Also, I thought you might be interested in an article I found in
an English magazine, which I am also enclosing.

Sincerely yours,

J. Allen Hynek
Director

JAH:lp
end.

^



EDWARD C. KING

OF COUNSEL

GUY A.HOLLENBECK

NEIL C KING

JOSEPH C. FRENCH

A.JACKSON MILLS. JR.

HOLLENBECK KING and FRENCH

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

NINETEEN SIXTY-SIX THIRTEENTH STREET

BOULDER, COLORADO S0302

May 6th, 1968

Post Office Box 187

Telephone 443-7770

Area Code 303

Dr. J. Allen Hynek, Director
Lindheimer Astronomical Research Center

Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois 60201

Dear Dr. Hynek:

I want to thank you for the time you. spent in my office
Saturday afternoon and you should be assured that I would reveal
nothing of our conversation during that period of time without
speaking to you again and obtaining your consent and approval.

I did find two brief references in the Friday, May 3rd, 1968,
issue of The Wall Street Journal to the UFO matter and I enclose

Xerox copies of same in the event you have not seen them.

I should also appreciate receiving from you copies of the
correspondence exchanged between yourself and Dr. Condon when
he made the request for information from your files.

Thanking you in advance for your cooperation, I remain

Yours very truly,

JCF:al

Enclosures

ah C.^ French
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If you are a flying saucer, tremble.
Rep. J*. Edward Roush has just called
for a Congressional investigation.

Congressman Roush, it seems, isn't-
satisfied with a study of unidentified
flying objects conducted by the Univer
sity of Colorado under Air Force aus
pices. The Indiana Democrat wants
Congress to take over the investigation

. itself.

Now, UFOs are hard to investigate.
First you have to identify them. Var
ious suggestions include little green
men, mass hallucinations, the planets
Jupiter, Venus and Mars, and a type of
lightning that comes in balls and floats
(the Germans have a word for it, ku-
gelblitz). Personally, every UFO we

have seen has defied identification by
the clever tactic of turning into an air
plane just when it got close enough for
a good look.

So it's understandable that the Air
Force study has had its problems.
Somehow, though, we doubt that typi
cal Congressional investigating meth
ods would do much better. Marsh gas
is allergic to klieg lights. And how do
you subpoena a kugelblitz, let alone a
little green man?

It might be an interesting spectacle, •
of course, but we'll probably be spared
it. This being an election year, a
Congressional investigation would
probably get just far enough to es
tablish that UFOs, whatever, they may
be, aren't known to vote.

MOTOR, MEMOS: An unofficial Republican
campaign slogan: "Would you even rent the
White House to a man with 10 children?"
. . . New bumper sticker: "Flying saucers are
real; the Air Force doesn't exist." . . . Weaver
makes progress in winning voluntary fair-hous
ing pledges before the new law takes effect;
one commitment comes from Consolidated
Hotels of California, a big manager of rental
properties. ... Sen Symington submitted 304
written questions to the Defense Department
during hearings by the Senate Armed Serv
ices Committee. . . . Latest addition to Gov
ernment jargon: "Diseconomy," meaning
waste.

.The Wall Street Journal

May 3rd, . 1968?/



19 May 1969

FTD (TDETR)
Research and Aerial Phenomena Division

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Ohio 45433

Attention: TDPT (UFO)

Reference: Your letter of 12 May 1969

Subject: UFO Sighting of 17 April 67
Near Jefferson City, Missouri

To: Lt. Col. Hector Quintanllla, Jr.

1. I am enclosing the tape in question, the first portion of
which is intelligible. The last two-thirds of the tape are badly
garbled.

2. If you can make anything out of it I would appreciate a copy
of the transcript when the tape is returned to me.

J. ALLEN HYKEK, Director
Llndheimer Astronomical Research Center

Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois 60201

JAH:mjs
End.



9 July 1968

FTD (TDETR)
Research and Aerial Phenomena Division

Wright Patterson Air Force Base
Ohio 45433

Attn: TDPT (UFO)

SubJ: UFO Sighting, 7 December, 1967, Bellevue, Ohio

To: Lt. Col. Hector Quintanllla, Jr.

1. We have here another example in which the evaluation "possible aircraft"
should be paired with "possible identified". It Is all a question of how far
one can go in taking the boy's testimony more or less at face value. It is
interesting that two independent witnesses were in good agreement on Item 13.
Both said the object appeared to stand still at some time, both said that
lt suddenly sped up and rushed away, both said that it changed brightness,
both said that lt flashed and flickered, and both said that it lasted 10 to
15 minutes. If we take their composite testimony, then the aircraft explana
tion is untenable. It can be adopted only if we severely discount their
statements that lt was saucer-shaped, that it had a red revolving light,
that the edge of it was lighted all the way around, that the bottom was
dome-shaped, and was also lighted up with a white light, yet there was no
sound, and that the relative dimensions did not match that of an airplane.

2. I don't know where Bellevue, Ohio, la but I would suggest that the
next time I am in Dayton I make a point of interrogating these witnesses,
even if only by phone, I think particularly on the length of time lt
supposedly stood still. I believe this is a crucial point and if we can
establish that Its standing still was the result of radial motion, that'a
one thing. But if it stood still for five minutes, then we have another
situation. So then, both evaluations, possibly aircraft, possibly un
identified, would apply for the moment until further interrogation.

J. ALLEN HYNEK, Director
Llndheimer Astronomical Research Center

Northwestern University

JAH:lp
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17 September 1968

FTD (TDETR)
Research and Aerial Phenomena Division

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
Ohio 45433

Attn: TDPT (UFO)

Subj: UFO Investigation

To: Lt. Col. Hector Quintanllla, Jr.

Reference: Sighting of 25 February 1967 at Fargo, N. D. See Report of
16 March 1967 from Grand Forks AFB, N. D.

On November 14, 1967 I interviewed the two boys concerned in the
sighting of 25 February 1967 and on the following morning I interviewed
at breakfast, Mt. Suda, who along with his wife reportedly saw the same
or similar object some k hour earlier, approximately 50 miles to the
Northeast.

I was favorably impressed by the boys, who told their story in a
very straightforward manner, but not at all as though it had been memorized.
Afterwards, and before dark, I was taken by local newsmen to the locale
of the sighting, where we tried to re-enact the circumstances of the
sighting and I was able to take a series of photographs. (Color prints
will be furnished if requested.)

No contradictions developed between the report originally submitted
and the statements the boys made to me, but they were able to furnish
additional details which follow:

The bo!j& had been in West Fargo earlier for the purpose, among other
things, to take Polaroid pictures of the Beatles who were appearing on
TV. This was in answer to ray question of hoaj it happened that they had
a Polaroid camera ee conveniently at hand while traveling on a cold February
night. The camera itself was in the trunk of the car. The object was
sighted just as they were about to turn along the frontage road which
turns and crosses Interstate 94, and which then crosses some RR tracks.
One of the boys sighted it first, and told me he watched it for a short
interval and then said, "Hey, what's that light over there?" to his
campanion. It was hovering over the ground and seemingly not far «way--in



any case, between them and the town. The boys described how they got
the car off to the side of the road as soon as possible, how one of them
had run to the trunk and retrieved the camera as fast as possible; how

he had run a short distance in front of the car and took his first photo.
He described how, in his excitement, he pulled the Polaroid film out too
far after waiting the prescribed 10 seconds, thus wasting the second film.
After he had corrected that, he took a second picture; by this time the
glowing object was much higher in the sky and presumably farther away
because lt decreased both in apparent size and brightness.

I think one of the remarkable things about the boys themselves
is that upon reaching town they first reported the event to the police.
In the highly improbable event that the sighting was a hoax perpetrated
by them (it is unlikely that on a cold February night, a hoax would
have been perpetrated, especially since the timing would be wrong--the
boys were returning from another town.) It is unlikely that they would
report first to a police station. This still leaves the possibility of
a hoax done by others; the wind direction was approximately correct for
a hot air balloon, but not only does the coldness of the night, and the
roughness of the terrain argue against this (as does the sighting 50 miles
away) but the light must have been quite intense to have produced so
dense an image in a small fraction of a second.

Note is made of the statement that a deep inversion existed: this
I believe is an error—a difference of from +11 deg. on the ground, far
below freezing, to +47 at 5000 feet, or well above freezing, is a
situation that cannot occur in reality. Perhaps it should have been
+17 instead of +47. The actual weather record, show no inversion at all.

The interrogation of the boys was good as far as it went, but the
local UFO officer should heve had the boys accompany him, at night, to
the same spof. and he himself, using the same camera, should have taken
several exposures, with the car headlights on, as I believe was the case,
to see just how the distant lights showed up under test conditions. The
exposure time could thus have been verified. The ASA rating of the film
was stated to be 200; this is not fast and it may be thai a test would
have shown that a time exposure was necessary to obtain the town lights.
The long streak of light at the bottom of the ohotograph apparently
coincides with the road embankment, which apparently was reflecting light.

I would recommend that the local UFO officer be asked, even at this
late date, to repeat the exposures to check on exposure time. Little
can be done further to establish the reality, or unreality, of these
ohotographs without such a test swries of exposures, using the same camera,
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and the same film. This exercise would have another spin off: further
check could be made of the reliability of the boys under questioning
after this much time has elapsed. If the Project so desires, I can
make contact with the boys, and with the local officer, and ask that
such exposures be made.

Sincerely yours,

JAH:ar

J. Allen Hynek
Director



REPLY TO

ATTN OF: TDPT (UFO)

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

HEADQUARTERS FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY DIVISION (AFSC)

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE. OHIO 43433

1 5 OCT 1968

subject: UFO Observation, 25 February 1967, Fargo, North Dakota

Dr J Allen Hynek

Reference your letter of 17 September 1968. Please provide us with
your written evaluation of the 25 February 1967, Fargo, North Dakota,
sighting. We would appreciate your reply being forwarded by
1 November 1968 in order for us to close out all 1967 UFO case files.

Jfc;»; Lt Colonel, USAF
Chief,Serial Phenomena Branch
Aerospace Technologies Division
Production Directorate

RECEIVED

OCT 171968

ASTRONOMY DEPARTMENT
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY



13 November 1967

Mr. Robert Low

Room 202, Woodbury Hall
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado

Dear Bob:

I note that your group got a copy of the April 1967> Burney, California,
case which the Air Force has evaluated as ionized ice particle plasma.
Apart from the fact that I know of no such thing as "ionized ice particles
plasma" I am interested in the circumstances of the sighting itself and
wonder whether any of you have looked into this case. In the letter
to Major Qdintanilla from the Electronics Division at Wright Field, it
was concluded (a) that "both search and height finder radars were
functioning properly", and (b) that visual observation was substantiated
by radar. The visual sighting was made in Burney, California, and the
radar sighting from Red Bluffs, Oregon. It was night, ^:10 A.M., snowing
and the moon had set. I'd appreciate hearing from you about this case.

As for my own work, what time I can devote to it at present is directed
toward bringing together the so-called "hard data" cases, which I am
preparing for people like Markowitz and others who are demanding of
me that I come forth with specific and veil-attested cases. I expect
I will have at least 25 such cases suitablefor presentation to any
congressional investigating committee that comes along.

The other day I got a copy of the Loch Hess monster mass meeting. It
is amazing what similarity the reports of the Loch Ness monster bear
to UFO reports.' The same hassle vhetferr photographs are authentic,
whether witnesses are reliable, etc.,

I understand that the Playboy article is now out, but as yet I have
not obtained a copy. The editors said they would send me several pre-
publication copies, but they failed to do this, and I'll be damned if
I'll go out and pay $1.25 for a copy myself.' I would appreciate any
comments you and your group have about the article.

Sincerely yours,

J. Allen Hynek

/


